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MV-803

001-018204
M. A. (Sem. II) (CBCS) Examination

April/May - 2Al2
ECT-02 : English

(Indian Writing in English) (Novel Form)

Faculty Code : 001

Subject Code : 018204

fime : Hours]

Instructions : (1) Attempt all questions.
(2) Digits on the right indicate marks.
(3) Question-5 is objective type wherein attempt any

ten questions by choosing the correct option
given after each question. The first ten answers
in order will be considered for assessment among
your attempted questions.

1 Write an essay on any one of the following : 74
(a) Jaya's quest for identity.
(b) The Serpent and the Rope as Rama's quest for truth.
(c) R.K. Narayan's as a short story writer.

2 Analyse any one short story from the following from A and B 20
(ten marks each)
(a) (, 'The Cobbler and the Machine'

0i) 'The Old Bapu'
(b) (, 'Tigers Claw

(ii) 'Such Perfection.

3 (a) Give reference to any two of the following : 10
(, 'All was secret to her butherself-so all was a legend

and every event a wonder'.
(ii) 'I want mother! I want father!'
(iii) 'Didn't I tell you to lock him up ? Now some burglar

has gone a\vay with him'.
(1v) 'Damme Banerrji, I am in a hell of a trouble'.

[Tota] Marks : 70
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(b) Attempt a note on Any Two of the following :

(, Jeeja
(ii) fitle : 'The Blind Dod.
(iii) Symbolism in names in All About H. Hattet
(iv) Setting in 'Astrologer's Day'.

Attempt the follouring in a sentence or two :

(, Who had a suing machine in narrators village ?

(ii) How did the Prime Minister of Udhampur secure
immunity for himself ?

(iii) What was the catastrophe Jaya waiting for ?

(iv) Who do you think cut the tiget's paw ?

(v) What was the crisis of the astrologer ?
(vi) Why did Rama come to India in the opening of the

novel ?

Choose the correct option from the multiple choice
grven under each question-
Attempt any ten questions.

O The Serpent and the Rope ends with
(a) letter
(b) dream

(c) folk tale

(d) Diary note

(ii) 'Al1 was a secret to her but herself-so all was a legend
and every event a wonder' : The statement is with
reference to

(a) Saroj

O) Savithri
(c) Little Mother
(d) Laxmi

(iii) Georges was a
(a) French

O) Basque

(c) Russian

(d) German

10

10
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(lv) Mukta is Jaya's
(a) aunt
(b) mother
(c) mother in-law
(O neighbour

(v) Soma is a
(a) musician
(b) painter
(c) sculpture
(d) astrologer

(vi) Hatterr accept to become _ for Rosie's sake.
(a) a lion-tamer
(b) journalist
(c) teacher
(d) sage :'r

(vii) AU About H. Hatterr was first published in
(a) 1948

o) 1e50

(c) 1s52

(d) re56

(viii) Bee Bee Jaan approached the Soong Wong seek _.
(a) golden earrings
(b) gold framed glasses

(c) gold-Ioan

(d) golden tooth

Gx) Marriage is rendered. as

(a) a trap a golden cage
(b) two wheels of the chariot
(c) -. a pair of bullocks yoked together
(d) sweet ball
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(x) was Attila's Eew ft,iend
Sony

Ranga

Billa
Young boy of the house

(>rr) states with reference to English laaguage. As
"...... the'language of our fntelleettral makeup,. 

-

(a) R.K. Naraya4

O) Raja Bao
(c) Mulkraj Anand
(O G.V. Desani

(xii) shashi Deshpande began her fictionar career with

(a) The Dark Holds No ?enor
O) If I Die. ?oday
(c) Roots and Shadows
(d) The Legacy and Other Stories.

(a)

o)
(c)

(o
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